Mr. Raven has heard nothing more on this. He will check on it (through Mr. Woodrough's shop) and let us know if and when he learns more.
Mr. Burns has neither heard nor seen anything further on this. He says that P/P are "out of it" and probably won't hear anything more of it. He now says that Mr. Sims told him that Mr. Raven is handling the matter.

Capt. Fry Raven

6 Dec. 1944
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PIP has no further info.
Richard is due to depart for US on 30 Nov.
Mr. Burns (PIP) checked with
Mr. Sims (PROD) Sims has nothing further;
It is possible that Mr. Raven
may have heard something
without the knowledge of either
Mr. Burns or Mr. Sims.
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**No additional information received.**

The people in R/P think it is too early to expect a report on the demonstration. It is quite likely that the demonstration has not yet been held.
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